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The first in what will be a two volume set offers a rare glimpse into the historical art and legendary

lore that Harley-Davidson Motorcycle Company has spawned over a century of riding.'
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Was very disappointed with this book. Before writing this review I read a review of the other book in

this series titled "Harley-Davidson Lore: 1966 to Present". That review is completely applicable to

this book also. So instead of writing the same message in my own words I took the liberty of taking

a little cut and paste action. "I looked forward to reading this book to learn about H-D tradition,

company exploits, and product development. My reason for writing this review is to let others with

similar interests know that this book offers very little on those subjects.What Herbert Wagner has

done is to merely compile a set of photographs of such things as H-D advertisements, products, and

events, and annotate them in as spartan a manner as you could possibly imagine. This book

borders on being completely uninformative!Just as dissapointing is the format that was chosen by

the author and his publisher. The beginning of the book, comprising the vast majority of the pages,

contains photos without text. The end of the book is a series of pages that duplicate, in thumbnail

sized images, all of the photos found in the beginning of the book. Next to each of these miniature

images you will find a few words of descriptive text. Interestingly, the text is so small that it

challenges people (even those with eagle-like vision) to read without squinting or without reaching

for reading glasses." Couldn't agree more. Adding that also the pictures in the body of the book are



way too small. Maybe 25% of the page is used for a picture, the rest is blank. Either they should

have selected a larger page size (if the 25% is important) or they should have used a larger portion

for the picture.

That Hog lover in your life will be delighted by this classy collection of American Iron photographs. &

these are beautiful, historic photos from as far back as 1903. Because the bikes speak for their own

beauty, the viewer is pulled back just enough to allow for appreciation of the photographs, too,

presented as in a gallery with lots of space around them. Wagner respects them & the tales they tell

enough to save his commentary for the final pages of the book. Harley Davidson Lore looks & feels

great inside & out. Wash your hands before you pick it up. Bob Rixon

Period photos, some we have seen before and some we haven't.However this book has one major

shortcoming; namely the miniscule format. And when those photos aren't filliing up the pages

particularly well I miss not owning a looking glass.. so I reccommend buying the book and

looking-glass as a combo. Or maybe not, there are other books available that doent require you to

be a shortsighted goblin..
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